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	Student Name: By: Victor Ho
	Introduction: Today, we are closer than ever to deep space exploration. What was once a primarily governmental endeavor, will today be a collaborative effort between emerging private space companies and governmental agencies alike. However, the task will not be easy as there are complex logistical concerns that first need to be addressed. But how close are we to this goal? What is holding us back? Is it worth investing in the future as well as the present? This poster will focus on how supply chain thinking impacts the future of space exploration.
	Key Facts: The Earth is nearing its carrying capacity, thus the focus today is on sustainability. But an opportunity for deeper space exploration as a viable plan B has set an ambitious time line to meet goals by 2018; with first the moon, then mars and beyond. Among the complexities that exist with inter-planetary travel are: mass constraints, non-existent infrastructure, and minimum resupply shipments. However, the largest factor is cost; a space launch today costs millions of  dollars. Supply chains need to be efficient, safe,and low risk. This can be achieved by: vertical integration, re-usability, collaboration, value analysis, and economies of scale. Space supply depots can also aid in the efficient management of resources. A space supply network will leverage low gravity and reduce the energy requirement for material transportation, thus lowering costs making space travel more viable.
	Purpose: The purpose of this poster presentation is to discover how effective supply chain thinking is when applying it  to the emerging space exploration industry. This independent research piece will also focus on the current progress made towards deeper space exploration and highlight its importance and challenges from both a technological and logistical perspective.
	Lessons Learned: I learned that the barriers we are facing to space exploration can be solved by supply chain optimization and technological progress. Space exploration stimulates the economy, increases scientific understanding, enhances telecommunications, and improves our daily lives. Cost barriers exist, but can be driven down with effective supply chain strategies implemented by private companies, public agencies, and nations working alongside each other. Because of the recent progress made in space exploration, space is lot closer than ever and will redefine the way we think about supply chains.


